
2017 WFA ACHEIVEMENT AWARDS PROGRAM

Innovations & Management Excellence
 FORM FOR DIVISIONS 13 – 27

FAIR NAME:

CLASS: _    (Example: Small Fair = Class 1) DIVISION: ______

a) What was the goal? Define the challenge/ problem/target audience and explain what you

were trying to accomplish.

b) How did you achieve the goal?  What steps were taken to solve the problem or

accomplish the goal? Who was involved in the project? Include any working relationships

with other agencies/groups.

c) What were the results? Include tangible and quantifiable benefits such as financial,

public or media awareness and attendance. Use percentages when applicable.



Div 14: New Exhibit – Farm to Glass 

 
  

Adding new plants 
provide color and 
beauty to space and 
created a calm and 
relaxing environment 
for the fairgoers, so 
they can take a break 
and have a drink 
before continuing to 
other attractions. 



 

Above: Education signboards were placed around 4,500 square feet with 
learning opportunity for while fairgoers as their relaxed and ordered a 
beverage. Below: Areas set up for classes related to wines and beers, were 
also a creative way to offer a seat to rest as well as educate. 



 
 

 

  

The display contained both 
educational signage as well 
as visual display objects. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
  

Display collections appealed 
to all ages that highlighted 
the exhibit. 



 

 

 

This exhibit adds to more sitting for fairgoers to relax 
and take a break before going to the next attractions. 



-

 

 Sales of 
product in 
the wine 
garden 
increased 
132% higher 
than in 2016! 
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	FAIR NAME: California State Fair
	CLASS: 4
	DIVISION: 14
	GOAL: The Floriculture exhibit used to be one of the highlights at the fair. In 2016, home to a grant funded program, the area was landscaped with native plants and the animal exhibit was an intermittent show only, we had a lot of feedback about under utilized space and presentation.    The Goal of this project was to educate about agriculture in California. Farm to Glass was designed to give a glimpse at the botany behind our favorite beverages with an emphasis on wine, beer and spirits. The exhibit would entertain, educate and beautify the space adjacent to the Craft Beer and Wine Pavilion.  The project area is 4,500 sq feet and we had a budget of $15,000. 
	ACHIEVE: Planning began in April with a list of plants, where to buy the plants and which ones we would grow at our educational farm. Research begins on text and visual design of exhibit, the CSF Wine Advisory Committee and head wine judge were consulted about educational goals. Existing exhibit space is prepared for changes, the planters were reshaped to accommodate seating and patron flow. April through June- Purchase vintage bar ware items for display cases. Get grape vines donated from a local grower in exchange for signs. Reach out to demonstrators for live presentations.May and June- text written and proofed by head judge, display construction begins on walls and pedestals, graphic design work started, plants purchased and transferred into our permanent containers. July- Move plants into the exhibit space. Setup walls and display cases, install signs and string lighting. 
	RESULTS: Extended the length of stay in the wine garden, added tables and chairs encouraged people to enjoy the shaded space longer. Sponsors and commercial vendors were very pleased at the improved make over of the space and the added seating for fair customers.Sales of product in the wine garden were 132% higher than 2016!Guests enjoyed reading about the plants that made their favorite drinks and seeing the plants up close.  The plants were very pretty and created a beautiful and relaxing exhibit space, the presentation was vastly improved.


